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KEY=ENGINEERING - HEATH EILEEN
INDUCED SEISMICITY POTENTIAL IN ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
National Academies Press In the past several years, some energy technologies that
inject or extract ﬂuid from the Earth, such as oil and gas development and
geothermal energy development, have been found or suspected to cause seismic
events, drawing heightened public attention. Although only a very small fraction of
injection and extraction activities among the hundreds of thousands of energy
development sites in the United States have induced seismicity at levels noticeable
to the public, understanding the potential for inducing felt seismic events and for
limiting their occurrence and impacts is desirable for state and federal agencies,
industry, and the public at large. To better understand, limit, and respond to induced
seismic events, work is needed to build robust prediction models, to assess potential
hazards, and to help relevant agencies coordinate to address them. Induced
Seismicity Potential in Energy Technologies identiﬁes gaps in knowledge and
research needed to advance the understanding of induced seismicity; identify gaps
in induced seismic hazard assessment methodologies and the research to close
those gaps; and assess options for steps toward best practices with regard to energy
development and induced seismicity potential.

THERMAL POWER PLANTS
MODELING, CONTROL, AND EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT
CRC Press Thermal Power Plants: Modeling, Control, and Eﬃciency Improvement
explains how to solve highly complex industry problems regarding identiﬁcation,
control, and optimization through integrating conventional technologies, such as
modern control technology, computational intelligence-based multiobjective
identiﬁcation and optimization, distributed computing, and cloud computing with
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computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) technology. Introducing innovative methods
utilized in industrial applications, explored in scientiﬁc research, and taught at
leading academic universities, this book: Discusses thermal power plant processes
and process modeling, energy conservation, performance audits, eﬃciency
improvement modeling, and eﬃciency optimization supported by high-performance
computing integrated with cloud computing Shows how to simulate fossil fuel power
plant real-time processes, including boiler, turbine, and generator systems Provides
downloadable source codes for use in CORBA C++, MATLAB®, Simulink®, VisSim,
Comsol, ANSYS, and ANSYS Fluent modeling software Although the projects in the
text focus on industry automation in electrical power engineering, the methods can
be applied in other industries, such as concrete and steel production for real-time
process identiﬁcation, control, and optimization.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE INTEGRATION INTO MODERN POWER NETWORKS
Springer Science & Business Media Electric Vehicle Integration into Modern Power
Networks provides coverage of the challenges and opportunities posed by the
progressive integration of electric drive vehicles. Starting with a thorough overview
of the current electric vehicle and battery state-of-the-art, this work describes
dynamic software tools to assess the impacts resulting from the electric vehicles
deployment on the steady state and dynamic operation of electricity grids, identiﬁes
strategies to mitigate them and the possibility to support simultaneously large-scale
integration of renewable energy sources. New business models and control
management architectures, as well as the communication infrastructure required to
integrate electric vehicles as active demand are presented. Finally, regulatory issues
of integrating electric vehicles into modern power systems are addressed. Inspired
by two courses held under the EES-UETP umbrella in 2010 and 2011, this contributed
volume consists of nine chapters written by leading researchers and professionals
from the industry as well as academia.

FAST CHARGING AND RESILIENT TRANSPORTATION
INFRASTRUCTURES IN SMART CITIES
Springer Nature This book provides readers with expert knowledge on the design of
fast charging infrastructures and their planning in smart cities and communities to
support autonomous transportation. The recent development of fast charging
infrastructures using hybrid energy systems is examined, along with aspects of
connected and autonomous vehicles (CAV) and their integration within
transportation networks and city infrastructures. The book looks at challenges and
opportunities for autonomous transportation, including connected and autonomous
vehicles, shuttles, and their technology development and deployment within smart
communities. Intelligent control strategies, architectures, and systems are also
covered, along with intelligent data centers that ensure eﬀective transportation
networks during normal and emergency situations. Planning strategies are presented
to demonstrate the resilient transportation infrastructures, and optimized
performance is discussed in view of performance indicators and requirements
speciﬁcations, as well as regulations and standards.
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THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT INTERNET DIRECTORY, 2013
Bernan Press Discover the depth of government information and services available
online. The United States Government Internet Directory serves as a guide to the
changing landscape of government information online. The Directory is an
indispensable guidebook for anyone who is looking for oﬃcial U.S. government
resources on the Web. The U.S. government's information online is massive and can
be diﬃcult to locate. The e-version of this book allows you to click on a link and go
directly to each government site!

E-GOVERNMENT AND WEB DIRECTORY
U.S. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ONLINE
Bernan Press Discover the breadth and depth of government information and
services available online. The e-Government and Web Directory: U.S. Federal
Government Online (formerly the United States Government Internet Manual) serves
as a guide to the changing landscape of government information online. The
Directory is an indispensable guidebook for anyone who is looking for oﬃcial U.S.
government resources on the Web. The U.S. government's information online is
massive and can be diﬃcult to locate. The subject-based approach of this book
allows you to browse for relevant sites in your ﬁeld of interest rather than sift
through hundreds of search results or try to guess which federal agency to consult.
Researchers, business people, teachers, students, and citizens in the United States
and around the world can navigate the labyrinthine federal Web with this book, eGovernment and Web Directory.

DESALINATION UPDATES
BoD – Books on Demand Desalination Update illustrates the growing research and
development activities in the ﬁeld of desalination of water. The chapters in this book
also show the close link in the supply of water and supply of power. Power is needed
to desalinate water, and water is needed to produce power via steam and cooling
water. As the world is becoming increasingly in need of water and power, the
education of generations of new workers in these technologies makes the
publications of these books of rising importance. Students and specialists alike will
ﬁnd branching strands in this ﬁeld of development worthy of dedication of careers.
Never has shrinking essential resources and exploding needs confront mankind as
much as water. Excellent reviews in this book provide keywords, concepts, and
current knowledge and status of practice useful for teaching and continued
evolution.

PATHWAYS TO URBAN SUSTAINABILITY
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE UNITED STATES
National Academies Press Cities have experienced an unprecedented rate of growth
in the last decade. More than half the world's population lives in urban areas, with
the U.S. percentage at 80 percent. Cities have captured more than 80 percent of the
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globe's economic activity and oﬀered social mobility and economic prosperity to
millions by clustering creative, innovative, and educated individuals and
organizations. Clustering populations, however, can compound both positive and
negative conditions, with many modern urban areas experiencing growing
inequality, debility, and environmental degradation. The spread and continued
growth of urban areas presents a number of concerns for a sustainable future,
particularly if cities cannot adequately address the rise of poverty, hunger, resource
consumption, and biodiversity loss in their borders. Intended as a comparative
illustration of the types of urban sustainability pathways and subsequent lessons
learned existing in urban areas, this study examines speciﬁc examples that cut
across geographies and scales and that feature a range of urban sustainability
challenges and opportunities for collaborative learning across metropolitan regions.
It focuses on nine cities across the United States and Canada (Los Angeles, CA, New
York City, NY, Philadelphia, PA, Pittsburgh, PA, Grand Rapids, MI, Flint, MI, Cedar
Rapids, IA, Chattanooga, TN, and Vancouver, Canada), chosen to represent a variety
of metropolitan regions, with consideration given to city size, proximity to coastal
and other waterways, susceptibility to hazards, primary industry, and several other
factors.

THE PROLOGUE
THE ALTERNATIVE ENERGY MEGATREND IN THE AGE OF GREAT
POWER COMPETITION
Post Hill Press This is not another alternative energy study. Rather, The Prologue
identiﬁes and charts the security-related trajectory of a relatively new global
phenomenon: the ascent of alternative energy as a 21st century megatrend. Why
and how have contemporary alternative energy developments evolved into a 21st
century global socio-political and techno-economic megatrend? What are the
security implications of this megatrend? And what does the megatrend’s evolution
reveal about upcoming geopolitical, energy, defense, environmental, and economic
security challenges? This book endeavors to answer these questions by establishing
the conceptual framework of a universally securitized world in which mutually
interacting threats have expanded the needs and security considerations of today’s
globalized and interdependent actors, including states, international organizations,
multinational corporations, and political and social movements. “Alexander
Mirtchev’s sweeping exploration of the changing energy landscape looks far into the
future and outlines issues that will occupy scholars and policymakers for decades to
come.”—The Hon. Henry Kissinger, Chairman, Kissinger Associates, Former Secretary
of State and National Security Advisor “With the advancements in alternative energy
technology at the beginning of the 21st century, energy security thinking and
planning will never be the same—Alexander Mirtchev’s profoundly original book
reveals these new dilemmas that will challenge policymakers in all major economies
and provides for dealing with the new realities in a smart way.”—The Hon. Judge
William H. Webster, Chairman, Homeland Security Advisory Council, Former Director
of the CIA and FBI
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ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES AND TECHNOLOGY
Taylor & Francis This practical resource introduces electrical and electronic principles
and technology covering theory through detailed examples, enabling students to
develop a sound understanding of the knowledge required by technicians in ﬁelds
such as electrical engineering, electronics and telecommunications. No previous
background in engineering is assumed, making this an ideal text for vocational
courses at Levels 2 and 3, foundation degrees and introductory courses for
undergraduates.

FUNDAMENTALS OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
John Wiley & Sons Fundamental of Nuclear Engineering is derived from over 25 years
of teaching undergraduate and graduate courses on nuclear engineering. The
material has been extensively class tested and provides the most comprehensive
textbook and reference on the fundamentals of nuclear engineering. It includes a
broad range of important areas in the nuclear engineering ﬁeld; nuclear and atomic
theory; nuclear reactor physics, design, control/dynamics, safety and thermalhydraulics; nuclear fuel engineering; and health physics/radiation protection. It also
includes the latest information that is missing in traditional texts, such as space
radiation. The aim of the book is to provide a source for upper level undergraduate
and graduate students studying nuclear engineering.

SMART METERING DESIGN AND APPLICATIONS
Springer Science & Business Media Taking into account the present day trends and
the requirements, this Brief focuses on smart metering of electricity for next
generation energy eﬃciency and conservation. The contents include discussions on
the smart metering concepts and existing technologies and systems as well as
design and implementation of smart metering schemes together with detailed
examples.

POWER FACTOR CORRECTION
BookRix Power systems have two components of apparent power: active and
reactive power. Both components are necessary for functioning of electrical systems.
The active power is the average power absorbed by the resistive load. The reactive
power is the measure of energy exchange between the source and reactive power of
load. Energy storage devices do not dissipate or supply power, but exchange power
with the rest of system. Active power is the one that is converted to other forms of
energy in the load yet reactive power is only responsible for magnetizing purposes.
Power factor is a ratio depicting how much of the power supplied is real. The reactive
current contribute in the value of the overall magnitude of current in transmission
lines causing unnecessarily high line currents and low power factor. Since a low
power factor means higher amount of apparent power need to be supplied by the
utility company, thus the company must also use bigger generators, large
transformers and thicker transmission/distribution lines. This requires a higher
capital expenditure and operational cost which usually result in the cost being
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passed to the consumer. In this research, we seek to identify the eﬀects of a low
power factor on Swaziland Electricity Company's power supply system and
recommend possible solutions to the problem. The results are useful in determining
how to optimally deliver power to a load at a power factor that is reasonably close to
unity, thus reducing the utility's operational costs while increasing the quality of the
service being supplied.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 101
EVERYTHING YOU SHOULD HAVE LEARNED IN SCHOOL...BUT
PROBABLY DIDN'T
Elsevier Electrical Engineering 101 covers the basic theory and practice of
electronics, starting by answering the question "What is electricity?" It goes on to
explain the fundamental principles and components, relating them constantly to
real-world examples. Sections on tools and troubleshooting give engineers deeper
understanding and the know-how to create and maintain their own electronic design
projects. Unlike other books that simply describe electronics and provide step-bystep build instructions, EE101 delves into how and why electricity and electronics
work, giving the reader the tools to take their electronics education to the next level.
It is written in a down-to-earth style and explains jargon, technical terms and
schematics as they arise. The author builds a genuine understanding of the
fundamentals and shows how they can be applied to a range of engineering
problems. This third edition includes more real-world examples and a glossary of
formulae. It contains new coverage of: Microcontrollers FPGAs Classes of
components Memory (RAM, ROM, etc.) Surface mount High speed design Board
layout Advanced digital electronics (e.g. processors) Transistor circuits and circuit
design Op-amp and logic circuits Use of test equipment Gives readers a simple
explanation of complex concepts, in terms they can understand and relate to
everyday life. Updated content throughout and new material on the latest
technological advances. Provides readers with an invaluable set of tools and
references that they can use in their everyday work.

GOVERNMENT REPORTS ANNOUNCEMENTS & INDEX
MECHANICAL DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING OF ELECTRIC MOTORS
CRC Press This Second Edition of Mechanical Design and Manufacturing of Electric
Motors provides in-depth knowledge of design methods and developments of electric
motors in the context of rapid increases in energy consumption, and emphasis on
environmental protection, alongside new technology in 3D printing, robots,
nanotechnology, and digital techniques, and the challenges these pose to the motor
industry. From motor classiﬁcation and design of motor components to model setup
and material and bearing selections, this comprehensive text covers the
fundamentals of practical design and design-related issues, modeling and simulation,
engineering analysis, manufacturing processes, testing procedures, and
performance characteristics of electric motors today. This Second Edition adds three
brand new chapters on motor breaks, motor sensors, and power transmission and
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gearing systems. Using a practical approach, with a focus on innovative design and
applications, the book contains a thorough discussion of major components and
subsystems, such as rotors, shafts, stators, and frames, alongside various cooling
techniques, including natural and forced air, direct- and indirect-liquid, phase
change, and other newly-emerged innovative cooling methods. It also analyzes the
calculation of motor power losses, motor vibration, and acoustic noise issues, and
presents engineering analysis methods and case-study results. While suitable for
motor engineers, designers, manufacturers, and end users, the book will also be of
interest to maintenance personnel, undergraduate and graduate students, and
academic researchers.

TRANSITIONS TO ALTERNATIVE VEHICLES AND FUELS
National Academies Press For a century, almost all light-duty vehicles (LDVs) have
been powered by internal combustion engines operating on petroleum fuels. Energy
security concerns about petroleum imports and the eﬀect of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions on global climate are driving interest in alternatives. Transitions to
Alternative Vehicles and Fuels assesses the potential for reducing petroleum
consumption and GHG emissions by 80 percent across the U.S. LDV ﬂeet by 2050,
relative to 2005. This report examines the current capability and estimated future
performance and costs for each vehicle type and non-petroleum-based fuel
technology as options that could signiﬁcantly contribute to these goals. By analyzing
scenarios that combine various fuel and vehicle pathways, the report also identiﬁes
barriers to implementation of these technologies and suggests policies to achieve
the desired reductions. Several scenarios are promising, but strong, and eﬀective
policies such as research and development, subsidies, energy taxes, or regulations
will be necessary to overcome barriers, such as cost and consumer choice.

MANUAL TO THE BUILDING REGULATIONS
The book contains Manual to the Building Regulations for practice in United Kingdom

CARNOT CYCLE AND HEAT ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS AND
APPLICATIONS
MDPI This book results from a Special Issue related to the latest progress in the
thermodynamics of machines systems and processes since the premonitory work of
Carnot. Carnot invented his famous cycle and generalized the eﬃciency concept for
thermo-mechanical engines. Since that time, research progressed from the
equilibrium approach to the irreversible situation that represents the general case.
This book illustrates the present state-of-the-art advances after one or two centuries
of consideration regarding applications and fundamental aspects. The research is
moving fast in the direction of economic and environmental aspects. This will
probably continue during the coming years. This book mainly highlights the recent
focus on the maximum power of engines, as well as the corresponding ﬁrst law
eﬃciency upper bounds.
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SEEDS OF DISASTER, ROOTS OF RESPONSE
HOW PRIVATE ACTION CAN REDUCE PUBLIC VULNERABILITY
Cambridge University Press In the wake of 9/11 and hurricane Katrina, executives
and policymakers are increasingly motivated to reduce the vulnerability of social and
economic systems to disasters. Most prior work on 'critical infrastructure protection'
has focused on the responsibilities and actions of government rather than on those
of the private sector ﬁrms that provide most vital services. Seeds of Disaster, Roots
of Response is the ﬁrst systematic attempt to understand how private decisions and
operations aﬀect public vulnerability. It describes eﬀective and sustainable
approaches - both business strategies and public policies - to ensure provision of
critical services in the event of disaster. The authors are business leaders from
multiple industries and are experts in risk analysis, economics, engineering,
organization theory and public policy. The book shows the necessity of deeply rooted
collaboration between private and public institutions, and the accountability and
leadership required to progress from words to action.

SMART GRID AND ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
John Wiley & Sons SMART GRID AND ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES Discover
foundational topics in smart grid technology as well as an exploration of the current
and future state of the industry As the relationship between fossil fuel use and
climate change becomes ever clearer, the search is on for reliable, renewable and
less harmful sources of energy. Sometimes called the “electronet” or the “energy
Internet,” smart grids promise to integrate renewable energy, information, and
communication technologies with the existing electrical grid and deliver electricity
more eﬃciently and reliably. Smart Grid and Enabling Technologies delivers a
complete vision of smart grid technology and applications, including foundational
and fundamental technologies, the technology that enables smart grids, the current
state of the industry, and future trends in smart energy. The book oﬀers readers
thorough discussions of modern smart grid technology, including advanced metering
infrastructure, net zero energy buildings, and communication, data management,
and networks in smart grids. The accomplished authors also discuss critical
challenges and barriers facing the smart grid industry as well as trends likely to be of
importance in its future development. Readers will also beneﬁt from the inclusion of:
A thorough introduction to smart grid architecture, including traditional grids, the
fundamentals of electric power, deﬁnitions and classiﬁcations of smart grids, and the
components of smart grid technology An exploration of the opportunities and
challenges posed by renewable energy integration Practical discussions of power
electronics in the smart grid, including power electronics converters for distributed
generation, ﬂexible alternating current transmission systems, and high voltage direct
current transmission systems An analysis of distributed generation Perfect for
scientists, researchers, engineers, graduate students, and senior undergraduate
students studying and working with electrical power systems and communication
systems. Smart Grid and Enabling Technologies will also earn a place in the libraries
of economists, government planners and regulators, policy makers, and energy
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stakeholders working in the smart grid ﬁeld.

RESILIENCE OF CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
FROM RISK MODELLING TO THREAT COUNTERACTION
Springer This book addresses the latest approaches to holistic Cyber-Physical System
(CPS) resilience in real-world industrial applications. Ensuring the resilience of CPSs
requires cross-discipline analysis and involves many challenges and open issues,
including how to address evolving cyber-security threats. The book describes
emerging paradigms and techniques from two main viewpoints: CPSs’ exposure to
new threats, and CPSs’ potential to counteract them. Further, the chapters address
topics ranging from risk modeling to threat management and mitigation. The book
oﬀers a clearly structured, highly accessible resource for a diverse readership,
including graduate students, researchers and industry practitioners who are
interested in evaluating and ensuring the resilience of CPSs in both the development
and assessment stages.

ADVANCED BIOFUELS AND BIOPRODUCTS
Springer Science & Business Media Designed as a text not only for students and
researchers, but anyone interested in green technology, Advanced Biofuels and
Bioproducts oﬀers the reader a vast overview of the state-of-the-art in renewable
energies. The typical chapter sets out to explain the fundamentals of a new
technology as well as providing its context in the greater ﬁeld. With contributions
from nearly 100 leading researchers across the globe, the text serves as an
important and timely look into this rapidly expanding ﬁeld. The 40 chapters that
comprise Advanced Biofuels and Bioproducts are handily organized into the following
8 sections: · Introduction and Brazil's biofuel success · Smokeless biomass pyrolysis
for advanced biofuels production and global biochar carbon sequestration · Cellulosic
Biofuels · Photobiological production of advanced biofuels with synthetic biology ·
Lipids-based biodiesels · Life-cycle energy and economics analysis · High-value algal
products and biomethane · Electrofuels

POPULAR SCIENCE
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers
share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.

CARBON SEQUESTRATION ATLAS OF THE UNITED STATES AND
CANADA
The second edition of the Carbon Sequestration Atlas of the United States and
Canada contains three main sections: (1) Introduction, (2) National Perspectives, and
(3) Regional Perspectives. The Introduction section contains an overview of CCS
technologies, a summary of the DOE's eﬀorts in the CCS area, a brief description of
the RCSP Program, and information on the National Carbon Sequestration Database
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and Geographic Information System (NATCARB). The National Perspectives section
provides maps showing the number, location, and magnitude of identiﬁed CO2
stationary sources in the U.S. and portions of Canada, as well as the areal extent and
estimated CO2 storage resource available in geologic formations evaluated within
the RCSP Regions. The National Perspectives section also contains a summary of the
methodologies and assumptions employed to calculate CO2 emissions and estimated
CO2 storage resource of various geologic formations. The Regional perspectives
section includes a detailed presentation of CO2 stationary sources, CO2 storage
resource assessments, updates on ﬁeld projects, and information on
commercialization opportunities in each RCSP based on these methodologies and
assumptions.

RENEWABLE POWER GENERATION COSTS IN 2019
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) IRENA’s latest global cost study
shows solar and wind power reaching new price lows. The report highlights cost
trends for all major renewable electricity sources.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK
OVERCOMING BARRIERS TO DEPLOYMENT OF PLUG-IN ELECTRIC
VEHICLES
National Academies Press In the past few years, interest in plug-in electric vehicles
(PEVs) has grown. Advances in battery and other technologies, new federal
standards for carbon-dioxide emissions and fuel economy, state zero-emissionvehicle requirements, and the current administration's goal of putting millions of
alternative-fuel vehicles on the road have all highlighted PEVs as a transportation
alternative. Consumers are also beginning to recognize the advantages of PEVs over
conventional vehicles, such as lower operating costs, smoother operation, and better
acceleration; the ability to fuel up at home; and zero tailpipe emissions when the
vehicle operates solely on its battery. There are, however, barriers to PEV
deployment, including the vehicle cost, the short all-electric driving range, the long
battery charging time, uncertainties about battery life, the few choices of vehicle
models, and the need for a charging infrastructure to support PEVs. What should
industry do to improve the performance of PEVs and make them more attractive to
consumers? At the request of Congress, Overcoming Barriers to Deployment of Plugin Electric Vehicles identiﬁes barriers to the introduction of electric vehicles and
recommends ways to mitigate these barriers. This report examines the
characteristics and capabilities of electric vehicle technologies, such as cost,
performance, range, safety, and durability, and assesses how these factors might
create barriers to widespread deployment. Overcoming Barriers to Deployment of
Plug-in Electric Vehicles provides an overview of the current status of PEVs and
makes recommendations to spur the industry and increase the attractiveness of this
promising technology for consumers. Through consideration of consumer behaviors,
tax incentives, business models, incentive programs, and infrastructure needs, this
book studies the state of the industry and makes recommendations to further its
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development and acceptance.

COMMODITIES AT A GLANCE
SPECIAL ISSUE ON STRATEGIC BATTERY RAW MATERIALS
United Nations The series "Commodities at a Glance" aims to collect, present and
disseminate accurate and relevant statistical information linked to international
primary commodity markets in a clear, concise and reader-friendly format. The
report aims to provide information on the critical raw materials used in LIBs with
respect to production, consumption, trade and prices.

THEORY AND SIMULATION METHODS FOR ELECTRONIC AND
PHONONIC TRANSPORT IN THERMOELECTRIC MATERIALS
Springer Nature This book introduces readers to state-of-the-art theoretical and
simulation techniques for determining transport in complex band structure materials
and nanostructured-geometry materials, linking the techniques developed by the
electronic transport community to the materials science community. Starting from
the semi-classical Boltzmann Transport Equation method for complex band structure
materials, then moving on to Monte Carlo and fully quantum mechanical models for
nanostructured materials, the book addresses the theory and computational
complexities of each method, as well as their advantages and capabilities. Presented
in language that is accessible to junior computational scientists, while including
enough detail and depth with regards to numerical implementation to tackle modern
research problems, it oﬀers a valuable resource for computational scientists and
postgraduate researchers whose work involves the theory and simulation of electrothermal transport in advanced materials.

GRID-CONNECTED RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
MDPI The use of renewable energy sources (RESs) is a need of global society. This
editorial, and its associated Special Issue “Grid-Connected Renewable Energy
Sources”, oﬀers a compilation of some of the recent advances in the analysis of
current power systems that are composed after the high penetration of distributed
generation (DG) with diﬀerent RESs. The focus is on both new control conﬁgurations
and on novel methodologies for the optimal placement and sizing of DG. The eleven
accepted papers certainly provide a good contribution to control deployments and
methodologies for the allocation and sizing of DG.

APPLIED INFORMATION SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
SELECTED TOPICS FROM THE FIELD OF PRODUCTION INFORMATION
ENGINEERING AND IT FOR MANUFACTURING: THEORY AND PRACTICE
Springer Science & Business Media The objective of the book is to give a selection
from the papers, which summarize several important results obtained within the
framework of the József Hatvany Doctoral School operating at the University of
Miskolc, Hungary. In accordance with the three main research areas of the Doctoral
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School established for Information Science, Engineering and Technology, the papers
can be classiﬁed into three groups. They are as follows: (1) Applied Computational
Science; (2) Production Information Engineering (IT for Manufacturing included); (3)
Material Stream Systems and IT for Logistics. As regards the ﬁrst area, some papers
deal with special issues of algorithms theory and its applications, with computing
algorithms for engineering tasks, as well as certain issues of data base systems and
knowledge intensive systems. Related to the second research area, the focus is on
Production Information Engineering with special regard to discrete production
processes. In the second research area the papers show some new integrated
systems suitable for optimizing discrete production processes in a top-down way.
The papers connecting with the third research ﬁeld deal with diﬀerent issues of
materials stream systems and logistics, taking into consideration of applied
mathematical models and IT-tools. The book makes an eﬀort to ensure certain
equilibrium between theory and practice and to show some new approach both from
theoretical modelling aspect, as well as experimental and practical point of view.

COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY
CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
BACKPACKER
Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and
enabling them to go more places and enjoy nature more often. The authority on
active adventure, Backpacker is the world's ﬁrst GPS-enabled magazine, and the
only magazine whose editors personally test the hiking trails, camping gear, and
survival tips they publish. Backpacker's Editors' Choice Awards, an industry honor
recognizing design, feature and product innovation, has become the gold standard
against which all other outdoor-industry awards are measured.

POPULAR SCIENCE
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers
share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.

HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH ON THE INTERNET OF THINGS
APPLICATIONS IN ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION
IGI Global With near-universal internet access and ever-advancing electronic
devices, the ability to facilitate interactions between various hardware and software
provides endless possibilities. Though internet of things (IoT) technology is becoming
more popular among individual users and companies, more potential applications of
this technology are being sought every day. There is a need for studies and reviews
that discuss the methodologies, concepts, and possible problems of a technology
that requires little or no human interaction between systems. The Handbook of
Research on the Internet of Things Applications in Robotics and Automation is a
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pivotal reference source on the methods and uses of advancing IoT technology.
While highlighting topics including traﬃc information systems, home security, and
automatic parking, this book is ideally designed for network analysts,
telecommunication system designers, engineers, academicians, technology
specialists, practitioners, researchers, students, and software developers seeking
current research on the trends and functions of this life-changing technology.

CARBON DIOXIDE CAPTURE AND STORAGE
SPECIAL REPORT OF THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE
CHANGE
Cambridge University Press IPCC Report on sources, capture, transport, and storage
of CO2, for researchers, policy-makers and engineers.

CONTINUOUS EMISSION MONITORING
John Wiley & Sons CONTINUOUS EMISSION MONITORING The new edition of the only
single-volume reference on both the regulatory and technical aspects of U.S. and
international continuous emission monitoring (CEM) systems Continuous Emission
Monitoring presents clear, accurate, and up-to-date information on the technical and
regulatory issues that aﬀect the design, application, and certiﬁcation of CEM systems
installed in power plants, cement plants, pulp and paper mills, smelters, and other
stationary sources. Written by an international expert in the ﬁeld, this classic
reference guide covers U.S. and international CEM regulatory requirements,
analytical techniques, operation and maintenance of CEM instrumentation, and
more. The fully revised Third Edition remains the most comprehensive source of CEM
information available, featuring three brand-new chapters on mercury monitoring,
the reporting and certiﬁcation of industrial greenhouse gas emissions, and the
instrumentation and methods used to measure air toxic compounds including
dioxins, furans, and hydrogen chloride. Thoroughly updated chapters discuss topics
such as ﬂow rate monitors, new EPA regulations, instrumentation and calibration
techniques, CEM system control and data acquisition, and extractive system design.
Providing environmental professionals with the knowledge of CEM systems
necessary to address the present-day regulatory environment, Continuous Emission
Monitoring: Discusses how CEM systems work, their advantages and limitations, and
the regulatory requirements governing their operation Covers both the historical
framework and technological basis of current CEM regulatory programs and
standards in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia Oﬀers practical guidance
on sampling system selection, measurement techniques, advanced monitoring
approaches, recordkeeping, and quality assurance Provides detailed technical
descriptions of the technology necessary for regulatory compliance Includes new
orthographic drawings to help instrument technicians and regulators with little
technical background to easily understand key topics Continuous Emission
Monitoring, Third Edition is an essential resource for professionals responsible for
ensuring regulatory compliance, managers and technicians who purchase, operate,
and maintain CEM instrumentation, regulatory personnel who write and enforce
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operating permits, and instructors and students in upper-level environmental
engineering programs.

HANDBOOK ON BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
Asian Development Bank This handbook serves as a guide to deploying battery
energy storage technologies, speciﬁcally for distributed energy resources and
ﬂexibility resources. Battery energy storage technology is the most promising,
rapidly developed technology as it provides higher eﬃciency and ease of control.
With energy transition through decarbonization and decentralization, energy storage
plays a signiﬁcant role to enhance grid eﬃciency by alleviating volatility from
demand and supply. Energy storage also contributes to the grid integration of
renewable energy and promotion of microgrid.
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